Important:
This product option requires extensive installation related planning.

MULTI-SLIDE SUB-SILLPAN
WITH 1” DRAIN
(DRAIN OPT-A SHOWN)

- Insulating material to prevent electrolytic and chemical reactions.
- Sub-Sillpan must be supported full length.
- 6 1/8” Sub-Sillpan depth.

**NET FRAME WIDTH**

- Pocket jamb:
- Pocket interlockers:
- Interlockers:
- Lock jamb:

**NET FRAME HEIGHT**

- Pocket wall:
- Elevation view:

**NOTES:**
1. Finished floor by others.
2. Width dimensions do not include sub-sillpan.
3. Sub-Sillpan drain locations and spacing per order.
Important:
This product option requires extensive installation related planning.

MULTI-SLIDE SUB-SILLPAN
WITH 1/2" DRAIN
(DRAIN OPT-A SHOWN)

NOTES:
1. Finished floor by others.
2. **Width dimensions do not include sub-sillpan.
3. Sub-sillpan drain locations and spacing per order.